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LIST OF ISSUES

THE ECONOMY

EDUCATION

HEALTH AND SAFETY

THE ENVIRONMENT

HAWAIIAN CULTURE AND CULTURE OF HAWAII’S PEOPLE
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Station KITV-DT, Honolulu, Hawaii and its satellite stations KMAU-DT, Wailuku, Hawaii and KHVO-DT, Hilo 
Hawaii (collectively, KITV4) air an average of thirty-four hours of local news programs weekly. The KITV4 local 
news programs include:

Weekday Local News Programs

Good Morning Hawaii (4:30-5:00 am)

Good Morning Hawaii (5:00-7:00 am)

KITV Midday News (12:00-12:30 pm)

KITV Island News at 5:00 (5:00-5:30 pm)

KITV Island News at 6:00 (6:00-7:00 pm)

KITV Island News at 10:00 (10:00-11:00 pm)

Weekend Local News Programs

Saturday:

Good Morning Hawaii (6:00-8:00 am)

KITV Island News at 5:00 (5:00-5:30 pm)

KITV Island News at 6:00 (6:00-6:30 pm)

KITV Island News at 10:00 (10:00-10:30 pm)

Sunday:

Good Morning Hawaii (6:00-8:00 am)

KITV Island News at 5:00 (5:00-5:30 pm)

KITV Island News at 10:00 (10:00-10:30 pm)

These programs offer local news, weather, and sports and regularly address issues of importance to KITV4’s 
community. This report includes examples of significant treatment of issues during the local news programs in 
the second quarter of 2019.

KITV4 also regularly airs public service announcements. This report includes examples of the PSAs that KITV4 
aired during the second quarter of 2019.

In addition to the programs and public service announcements, KITV4 is an affiliate of the ABC Television 
Network and airs programs and public service announcements provided by the ABC Television Network, which 
also address issues of importance to the KITV4 community.
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PROGRAMMING THAT RESPONDED TO LISTED ISSUES

Issue:  The Economy

Date/Show: 4/9/2019; 6p
Length: 1:40
Description: Residents at community meeting want answers about why it is taking so long to get the main highway fixed. 
Meantime, local business near the thoroughfare are taking a financial hit. Other residents say whatever the local agency 
is doing is not enough and plan to prevent the reopening of the highway until it is fixed properly.

Date/Show:  4/25/2019; 5a/6a
Length: 2:00
Description: Hotel workers from Hilton Hawaiian Village vote whether to authorize a strike at Hawaii’s largest hotel, the 
Hilton Hawaiian Village. The union and the hotel have been at odds over wages and benefits. 

Date/Show: 4/30/2019 5a/6a/Noon
Length: 2:00
Summary:   Hawaii Community group joins with other local Executives launch new program to bring new home 
ownership options for K-12 educators’ state wide. The program would provide help with down payments for those 
homes. 

Date/Show:  5/1/2019; 6p
Length: :50
Summary:  It’s been a year since Kilaeau volcano erupted. Tourists were both afraid to visit and eager to visit. But overall 
tourism has been down over the past year. Now with things calmed tourists are coming back but the locals are not that 
happy about it. Why?

Date/Show:  5/3/2019; 6p
Length: 2:24
Summary:  Pahoa, the closest town to the lava flow a year ago has seen its own economic base dry up. People who lived 
there were forced out of their home and away from the area. Tourists would come but could not stay in the area 
because everything was closed in some fashion due to the lava disaster. We go back to see how the town is doing now.

Date/Show: 5/7/2019; 5p/10p
Length: 1:47
Summary:  If there is a tariff war with China, consumers will feel it here in Hawaii. From imported foods, to furniture, 
local economists say prices here will likely rise.

Date/Show: 5/8/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 2:10
Summary:  Should vacation rentals on the islands be banned? Many home owners rent out their houses to vacationers, 
but not are doing legally. A city committee debates two proposals that would ban home owners from renting out their 
homes on short terms and impose other restrictions. The issue was sent back to committee after hours of passionate 
testimony.

Date/Show: 5/20/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 2:01
Summary:  Farmers have found a new crop that meets a growing demand. The plant is Hops an important element in the 
brewing of beer, which is also a growing industry on the island. Farmers are finding that the islands have favorable 
conditions for growing.
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Date/Show: 6/5/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 2:00
Summary:  China issued a travel advisory to its citizens of the dangers of visiting the U.S. Hawaii Tourism Authority says 
it’s not worried, but notes that Chinese tourists spend the most money on the islands per visitors than any other foreign 
visitors.

Date/Show: 6/12/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:41
Summary:  National statistics indicate many seniors are defaulting on their reverse mortgage. What is a reverse 
mortgage?  The pros and cons of a reverse mortgage.

Date/Show: 6/14/2019; 5a/6a
Length: 2:00
Summary:  It’s expensive to live in Hawaii. A study based on median income and median  price of homes in Honolulu 
shows it would take 40 years to save up for a down payment.

Date/Show: 6/17/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:38
Summary:  More wrangling over vacation rentals, the City Council approves two measure that will set limits on who can 
rent out their homes/property to vacationers. It also set fines for violations. With fewer places to stay, the lack of 
vacationers will affect the economy of local neighborhoods as well as individual incomes.

Date: 4/21/2019; 5/10pm 
Length: 1:29
Summary: Two city council members want to take away some metered parking stalls on Oahu for car share companies. 
One Councilman argues that many public parking meters aren't fed 24/7. So when the car companies invest in renting a 
stall, he thinks it’ll help the city make money.

Issue:  Education

Date/Show:  4/29/2019; 10pm 4/30/2019, 4:30am
Length: :40
Description:  Many families in Hawaii struggle financially, and often cannot afford need school supplies when class 
begins in a few weeks. KITV in conjunction with other non-profits hosts “School Tools” fundraiser, collection supplies 
and money. Annual program to make sure children in Hawaii have the supplies they need at the start of the new 
academic year.

Date/Show:  4/30/2019; Noon
Length: :30
Description:  Mililani Middle School breaks ground on new classroom building that will allow single-track school year 
when completed

Date/Show:  5/10/2019, 10p
Length: 1: 55
Description: Getting your child signed up for Summer Fun – a local learning and recreation program has parents lining up 
for days. Hundreds are in line ready to sleep out to make sure they get their kids signed up.  

Date/Show: 6/3/2019 5p/6p
Length: 1:40
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Description:  71 public schools are will be providing free lunches to keiki. You don’t have to be a student at the school. 
Funded by the state the program recognized that children need nutrition no matter what time of year. 

Date/Show: 6/7/19; 5p
Length: 1:44
Summary:  This is the first day the summer free lunch program. Hundreds of children showed up at some 71 different 
public schools to get something to eat. Parents and children alike appreciate what the state is doing to feed young 
children.

Date/Show: 6/12/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:28
Summary:  The State Department of Education wants all children to have a healthy lunch even when school is out. This 
summer, it is providing free lunches at 71 public schools, and now it is also bringing the lunches to children in some 
neighborhoods such as Wai'anae. Today the first food truck rolled out to children’s delight.

Date/Show: 6/30/2019; 5/10p
Length: 1:35
Summary: The State Department of Education proposes a new 10-year strategic plan for Hawaii public schools. It focuses 
on five themes, Hawaii, equity, school design, innovation, and empowerment.  

Issue:  Health and Safety

Date: 4/4/2019, 6p/10pm 
Length: 1:18
Summary: After a 22-year-old girl was taken against her will for a few hours, a self-defense instructor explains how 
women can take easy steps to protect themselves from potential predators.
 
Date: 4/7/2019; 5p/10pm 
Length: 1:41
Summary: A Taiwanese organization hosted an event for Hawaii’s homeless at Punawai rest stop, providing free health 
examinations and fresh toiletries. Organizers say they hope these resources will help the homeless maintain health and 
hygiene.
 
Date: 4/11/2019; 5/6/10pm 
Length: 1:20
Summary: State Department of Health and other mental health organizations hosted a suicide prevention workshop. 
Organizers say the goal is to raise awareness in the community about the importance of acknowledging suicidal signs 
and hopefully lower those numbers.  
 
Date: 4/12/2019; 6/10pm 
Length: 1:32
Summary: University of Hawaii Cancer Center released a new clinical trial for stage four breast cancer patients with 
cancer that spread to other organs. Researchers want to see if a blood test every six weeks can monitor cancer and 
determine if imaging studies like CT scans can be eliminated.
 
Date: 4/14/2019; 5/10pm 
Length: 1:36
Summary: Several groups of homeless people live around a children’s learning center in Kakaako. Some parents are 
worried about their children’s safety. A resolution in the state legislature starts a task force to help the homeless in the 
area. The State calls attention to this growing problem seeking solutions and increase better services.
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Date/Show: 4/13/2019; 5p
Length: :40
Description:  State Highway Safety is trying to put the brakes on some of the state’s top safe-driving challenges—sleep 
deprivation, alcohol- and marijuana-impaired driving, and distracted driving, with a public education program at Aloha 
Stadium.  

Date/Show: 4/19/2019; 5p
Length: 1:37
Description:  Advice on how to grow old gracefully and happily from a 106-year-old woman. She says stay active, eat 
what you want, and keeps her mind active watching TV and doing puzzles
With no signs of memory loss or confusion, she is the epitome of aging well. 

Date/Show: 4/22/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 2:20
Description: There is a growing number of families in Hawaii who are seeking exemption from having to vaccinate their 
children. This as the spread of disease, such as measles, seems to be spreading across the country. 

Date/Show: 4/24/2019; 10pm
Length: 2:10
Summary: The number of pedestrian related accidents is on the rise. In some cases, these incidents have been fatal. The 
County is now developing a long-term action plan to create safe, accessible, and vibrant streetscapes. The plan includes 
an island-wide inventory of existing pedestrian facilities to document their condition, comfort and quality, and a 
prioritization of improvements that enhance mobility, connectivity, and safety for pedestrians. 

Date/Show:  4/25/2019; Noon
Length: :43
Summary:  Hawaii residents encouraged to join national efforts to prevent prescription drug abuse and theft by turning 
in potentially dangerous, expired, unused, or unwanted prescription 

Date/Show: 4/25/2019; 5p/10p
Length: 1:47
Description:   Health officials say vaping is headed toward epidemic proportions, with many young people engaging in 
the activity. The state holds its first Youth Vaping Prevention training for educator sessions; learn about health risks and 
how to spot use.

Date: 4/28/2019; 5/10p
Length: 1:42
Summary: A student-led group at the University of Hawaii’s medical school has a taskforce that educates the community 
about the importance of vaccines. Their goal is to increase the number of vaccinated individuals and children because of 
the low vaccination numbers at schools. 

Date/Show: 4/30/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:51
Description:  Today’s touring helicopter crash has renewed calls for state regulation. We look into the possibilities and 
lawmakers try to make sense of what happened in a quiet neighborhood late this morning.
 
Date/Show: 5/1/2019; 5p
Length:  :40
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Description: A new website that provides near real-time data on the air quality in Hawai‘i Residents and visitors to the 
islands now have a one-stop online resource for air quality information that is especially useful in the event of future 
volcanic eruptions.

Date/Show: 5/1/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 2:34
Description:  Marijuana is only legal medicinally in Hawaii but CBD – an extract from the marijuana plant is being sold in 
a variety of products in shops, corner markets, and even gas stations. CBDs are not regulated by the state. Some say 
consumers need to be weary.

Date/Show: 5/6/2019; Noon
Length:  1:38
Description:  Don’t get scammed. A dedicated program for seniors and veterans who are often the victims of phone 
scams, romance scams, and cyber blackmail. Organizers say the more you know about common scams the harder it will 
be for scammer to steal your money.

Date/Show:  5/2/2019; 5p/10p
Length: :45
Summary: Amid a push by the fire department to mandate sprinklers in condos, Honolulu Mayor Kirk Caldwell 
signed into law a compromise bill that allows condo associations to decide if they want to retrofit. Fire Department is 
not happy.

Date/Show: 5/6/2019; 5/6/10pm
Length: 1:42
Summary: A 2-year-old is in critical condition after she was left in a hot car for almost two hours. Injury prevention 
specialists say tips for parents is to ACT: Avoid heat stroke, create reminders, and take action if you see a child in a hot 
car.

Date/Show: 5/6/2019 Noon
Length: :40
Summary: While Mayor did not mandate sprinklers in condos, he is urging home owners to install fire alarms. Volunteer 
the Red Cross are installing free smoke alarms in Honolulu and also teaching residents how to prevent and escape from 
home fires. 

Date/Show: 5/7/2019; 6am
Length: 3:00
Summary:  Hurricane season officially opens on June 1st. But there is no time like now to get ready. NOAA predicts there 
will be between 5 and 8 hurricanes to hit this islands this season. In a live interview, experts from AllState Insurance 
show us what to put in our hurricane kits.

Date/Show: 5/13/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:42
Summary: Queen’s Medical Center is celebrating its’ 10,000 surgical procedure using a robot call Da Vinci. Queen’s is 
only one of 19 hospitals worldwide to have this revolutionary device.

Date/Show: 5/13/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:48
Summary: A non-profit is setting up a Breast Milk Bank in Honolulu so that parents/moms who need access to additional 
breast milk. While some opponents are uncomfortable with the idea of ‘sharing’ milk with unknown donors, those who 
need it are thrilled with the new program.
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Date/Show: 5/13/2019; Noon
Length:  :51
Summary: County health updates local stats on measles cases on the Island after it was reported that a young boy 
contracted the measles prior to coming to Hawaii. Doctors recommend getting your children vaccinated.

Date/Show: 5/14/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:27
Summary: Hawaii adopts new transplant rules that insures easier access to organs that are available closer to the 
islands. 

Date/Show: 5/15/2019; Noon 
Length: :57
Summary: Vision Zero outlines their plan to reduce pedestrian accidents on Oahu.  

Date/Show: 5/15/2019; 5am
Length: 3:00
Summary: State Epidemiologist talk about the spread of measles across the country, how Hawaii has few cases and 
hopes to keep it that way, encourages vaccination.

Date/Show: 5/18/2019; 6p
Length: 2:24
Summary: Hawaii has the eighth highest rate of missing persons per capita in the nation. There are 8 cases for every 
100,000 people who live here. Not only is there a high percentage, but also more than a hundred cases still unresolved. 
According to HPD, detectives close about 98% of their cases, but there remains around 120 cases statewide that have 
not been closed. 

Date: 5/23/2019, 10p; 5/24/2019; 5a/6a 
Length: 1:38
Summary: State Department of Health says its placard system in restaurants is working. Two restaurants in the state 
were cited for a roach infestation and the department was able to quickly close both to ensure consumer safety. 

Date/Show: 5/28/2019; 5a/6a
Length: 2:00
Summary:  Box jelly fish are washing up on shore of Oahu beaches. It’s that time of the year. Don’t get bitten, it stings! 
But if you do get bitten, here are some tips on what to do if it happens.  

Date/Show: 6/4/19; 6p/10p
Length: 3:10
Summary: A record number of homeless are dying in Hawaii. The deaths are not just in one community but in sections of 
Oahu that used to never see homeless in their neighborhoods. The cause of the death varies but includes drugs as well 
as natural causes. Local government wants the homeless to find shelter and other social services available.

Date/Show: 6/7/2019; 10p
Length: 1:33
Summary: A doctor in Kailua wants to provide free IUD contraceptives for homeless women to prevent unwanted 
pregnancies. She says she sees at least two women a month in her delivery room, giving birth to babies she claims they 
don’t want.   

Date: 6/9/2019, 5/10p
Length: 1:41
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Summary: The Hawaii Blood Bank is facing a shortage during the summer since school is out. The organization says 13 
percent of its blood supply comes from that population. With a low blood supply during hurricane season, it could put 
people in the state in jeopardy. 

Date/Show: 6/10/2019; Noon
Length: 1:38
Summary:  Everyone says exercise is important to a long life. But what if your mobility is limited? Some seniors have 
found that play billiards is the way to go. It is a game that uses the mind, arms and legs but not to any extreme. It is an 
activity that can be done alone or with others. It offers a sense of comradery as well as friendly competition.

Date: June 16, 2019, 5/10p
Length: 1:35
Summary: A state lawmaker wants to take away driver’s licenses from drivers with more than two moving violations, 
including speeding, disregarding stop signs and running red lights. He hopes that’ll incentivize drivers to be safer on the 
road.  

Issue:  The Environment

Date/Show:  4/9/2019; 5pm
Length: 1:10
Description:  For years, fishermen have been using “long line nets” to fish. There is a legislative push to make these type 
of nets illegal. The effort is an attempt to save sea turtles.

Date/Show:  4/9/2019; 6pm
Length: 2:20
Description:  Legislative push to make “long line net” illegal. Fishermen are opposed to the idea and say a ban would 
affect their livelihood and not fully protect the species the environmentalists seek to save.

Date/Show:  4/9/2019; 10pm
Length: 1:00
Description:  The proposed ban on the use of “long line nets” is designed to protect marine life including sea turtle but 
opposing fishermen see this as a threat to their livelihood and does not fully protect the species the environmentalists 
seek to save.

Date/Show:  4/9/2019; 5pm
Length: 1:00
Description:  Efforts to let private users tap into Hawaii’s fresh stream water failed to pass a legislative committee. Even 
though the proposal would be just temporary the fear is that private companies will use too much water that should be 
protected for public uses.

Date/Show:  4/9/2019; 6pm
Length: 2:00
Description:  After 2 days of controversial debate, a State legislative committee failed to approve a plan that would give 
temporary permits to private land owners the right to divert public water for their own needs.  Opponent believe the 
water is sacred, belongs to the people and diversion of the water flow will also harm the environment.

Date/Show: 4/9/2019; 5p
Length: 1:00
Description: A year after the devastating floods on Kauai, the community learns the fate of the main highway on the 
island that had been closed. Community is frustrated by the lack of progress.
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Date/Show:  4/10/2019; 5am
Length: 3:00
Description: Astronomers have captured the first ever image of a black hole. The image was produced by a network 
of telescopes around the world including telescopes here at University of Hawaii.

Date/Show:  4/19/2019; 10p
Length: 2:00
Description:   An exciting find in Kauai. A once believed to be extinct flower has been discovered growing on a cliff in 
Kauai. The startling discovery was made during a drone flight in January and just now being revealed to the public. The 
Hibiscadelphus woodii, a relative of hibiscus last seen in 2009 is still growing on the cliffside.

Date/Show:  4/29/2019; 5a/6a
Length: 2:00
Summary:  New study shows that chemicals used in many sunscreens are killing the corral round the islands raising big 
concerns from oceanic conservationists.

Date/Show: 5/2/2019; 6pm
Length: 3:00
Description:  Kalo Farmers continue to fight for water rights. Very controversial issue in Hawaii as the legislature has no 
come up with a resolution that allow private land owners to divert public water from the state streams and rivers.  We 
get the latest from Civil Beat.

Date: 5/2/2019; 10p; 5/3/2019; 4:30a/5a
Length: 1:36
Summary: Waimanalo residents and other community members rallied along parts of Kalanianaole Highway, urging the 
city to stop construction at Waimanalo Bay Beach Park. An environmental impact statement was done in 2012 to 
address concerns but some say that's not current and therefore not applicable now.

Date/Show:  5/4/2019; 5p/6p/10p
Length: 1:45 
Summary: Tantalus residents say dumping has been a problem in their neck of the woods for years so residents host 
community work days four times a year to help clean up. They want to encourage the public to respect the land and fear 
if they don’t access to the area will be denied.

Date/Show: 5/8/2019; 5p/6p
Length:  1:57
Summary:  Hoola One is the name of a curious looking, mechanical contraption, sent to Hawai‘i to test its ability to 
literally suck up micro-plastics from the coastal sands of Kamilo Point on Hawai‘i Island. Developed in Canada, it’s hoped 
the giant vacuum cleaner will help keep this beach and others around the state, clean and plastics free

Date/Show: 5/8/2019; 10p
Length:  :37
Summary:  The ʻAlalā, a native Hawaiian crow that went extinct in the wild nearly a quarter of a century ago. Two ‘Alalā 
in the Pu‘u Maka‘ala Natural Area Reserve have reached a new milestone, one not seen in the forests of Hawaiʻi for 
almost 20 years. They have built a nest. 
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Date/Show: 5/13/2019; 5a/6a/Noon
Length: 1:51
Description: A boat went aground overnight in the Ala Wai. Listing and leaking, harbor authorities are deciding what to 
do next and who is responsible for doing it before it does too much environmental damage.

Date/Show: 5/17/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:40
Summary:   Naturally occurring super corals in Kāneʻohe Bay, Oʻahu, are surviving under ocean conditions that many 
predicted would decimate all coral reefs on the planet, according to researchers in the School of Ocean and Earth 
Science and Technology (SOEST) at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.

Date/Show: 6/2/2019; 5p
Length: :50
Description:   Ocean Clean Up is getting ready to head back to the ocean to round up plastics and other garbage that 
have collected. The last time the group tried their new system, it broke down, but now they have repaired their 
equipment and are preparing another trip. 

Date: 6/8/2019, 5/6/10p
Length: 1:36
Summary: After nearly four decades of trying to protect an East Honolulu Coastline from development, a non-profit that 
owns part of the land opened it up to the public for the second time ever so others can enjoy that stretch of nature. 

Date/Show:  6/24/2019; 10p
Length: 2:00
Description: Environmental impact statement just release recommends that the popular hiking trail Ha’iku Stairs, also 
known as the “Stairway to Heaven”, be closed for good if the local governing agency can’t do better to maintain it.  It 
recommended the site be managed by an outside group. 

Date/Show:  6/25/2019; 5a
Length: 1:00
Description: New report recommend the popular hiking trail Ha’iku Stairs, also known as the “Stairway to Heaven,” be 
closed for good if the local governing agency can’t do better to maintain it. Supporters of the Stairs see hope in the 
report as it suggests an outside group take over managing the attraction.
  
Date/Show: 6/5/19; 5a/6a
Length: 2:00
Description:  The first native oysters are ready to take the plunge into their new home at Pearl Harbor.  Introduction of 
native species of shellfish to improve water clarity and quality in the Pearl Harbor estuary. Two species of native oysters 
will be used in this project.

Date/Show:  6/12/2019; 10p
Length: :27
Summary:  Snakes are illegal in Hawaii, so when one showed up in Maui, it set off alarms.  A small juvenile snake was 
captured after it was seen slithering out of a newly arrived visitor’s backpack Monday night at a Maui vacation rental in 
Pukalani. The non-venomous snake appears the snake was a stowaway and not purposely transported to Hawaii. 
 
Date/Show: 6/20/2019; 5p/6p
Length: 1:30
Description: The governor signs the bill that clears the way for construction of a new telescope atop Mauna Kea. Native 
Hawaiians have long opposed the building because they feel doing so would be harmful to sacred lands. 
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Date/Show: 6/27/2019; 10p
Length: :30
Summary: E Noa launches first-of-its-kind shuttle service to get from the airport to Waikiki and other tourist shopping 
areas and hotspots. These are 2 new open air electric buses that don’t pollute the air.

Issue:  Hawaiian Culture/Hawaiian Events

Date/Show:  4/19/2019; 6am
Length: 2:00
Description: On the cusp of Earth Day, Hōkūleʻa will arrive at Honolulu. This last stop of the Mahalo, Hawaiʻi Sail will 
mark the final chapter of the Mālama Honua Worldwide Voyage 

Date/Show:   4/19/2019; Noon
Length: 1:45
Description:  Hōkūleʻa docks in Ala Wai Harbor. A teaching canoe, these students from Oʻahu’s schools are working on 
projects to restore the Ala Wai Watershed. These young people represent the next generation of “navigators”.

Date/Show:  4/19/2019; 5pm
Length: 1:30
Description: On the cusp of Earth Day, Hōkūleʻa will arrive at the In Honolulu. This last stop of the Mahalo, Hawaiʻi Sail 
will mark the final chapter of the Mālama Honua Worldwide Voyage Hōkūleʻa is focused on of reviving the Polynesian 
legacy of exploration, courage, and ingenuity.

Date/Show: 4/24/2019; 6p
Length: 1:54
Summary:  Queen Liliʻuokalani was the last sovereign monarch of the Kingdom of Hawaiʻi, A statue of her stands in a 
courtyard outside the ‘ioloni Palace. But some feel where the statue stands is an insult to the queen. They want to put in 
in a more prominent place.

Date/Show: 5/17/2019; 5p/10p
Length: 2:38
Description:  Washington Place will soon become a hub for Hawaii's native tongue. The movement is part of a vision 
Queen Lili'uokalani had just before her death. The foundation that runs the facility wants to strictly focus on 'olelo 
Hawai'i put up a regular sequence of Hawaiian language presence in that house. There the foundation Awaiaulu will 
present research they've compiled translating old Hawaiian language newspapers and manuscripts, content that hasn't 
seen the light of day for about a hundred years. 

Date/Show:  5/23/2019; 6p
Length: 3:00
Summary: Meet Heina Wong. A Hawaiian activist who represents more than the struggle for her people and heritage. 
Heina is a Trans woman, born a boy now lives as a woman. She finds solace in her community contributions and teaching 
others Hawaiian culture, language and customs. She is one of Hawaii’s Remarkable Women.

Date/Show: 6/11/2019; 5a/6a
Length: 2:00
Summary: Makaliʻi’s Hanaunaola Voyage will be the first in modern times provisioned entirely from food grown, 
harvested, and prepared from Hawaiʻi. The crew of the canoe will spend the next couple of days preparing for a 10-day 
voyage to the Northwestern Hawaiian islands of Nīhoa and Mokumanamana. Sustaining “The Generations through 
Voyaging” is in the final year of a three-year grant with this 10-day voyage being the culminating event
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Date/Show:  6/20/2019; 5p
Length: 2:00
Description: A newly published report says hula dancing helps keep your heart health.   
 
Date/Show: 6/27/2019; 6pm
Length: 1:41
Description:  The last salt pond to be cultivated in the traditional Hawaiian way is under threat. A local helicopter 
business located right next door wants to expand their operation. The salt pond operators fear it will put them out of 
business. 

Date: 6/3/2019, 10p; 6/4/2019, 4:30a/5a/6a
Length: 1:30
Summary: More than 40 people testified at a Mauna Kea meeting that discussed the latest proposed administrative 
rules. Many native Hawaiians say there shouldn't be any restrictions placed on them for access to what they call sacred 
land.

Date: 6/6/2019, 10p; 6/7/2019, 4:30a/6a
Length: 1:52
Summary: Two Kailua neighborhood board members want to separate parts of Windward Oahu into an individual 
county. But some native Hawaiians say not everyone has a say on land division and they should.  
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ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST:

EDUCATION

Issue: Friends of Library
Program: PSA that pushes the focus on libraries, encouraging donations of books, manuscripts, money, and other 
appropriate material that can enrich the cultural opportunities available to the people of Hawaii.
Dates: 6/18/19-6/29/19
PSA: :30 ran 20x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 20x on MeTV

Issue: Girl Scout PSA
Program: PSA, which tells a universal story of how girls learn the five essential skills from the sale of their first cookie box 
and how these skills have an impact on every aspect along their lifelong journey.
Dates: 4/1/19-6/8/19
PSA: :30 ran 46x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 118x on MeTV

Issue: HAB Scholarship 2019
Program: PSA promoting Hawaii Association of Broadcasters scholarship program
Dates: 4/1/19-4/15/19
PSA: :30 ran 4x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 25x on MeTV

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Issue: Cooling Cancer
Program: PSA encouraging people to donate to cancer research
Dates: 4/1/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 77x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 130x on MeTV

Issue: Drug-Free Kids PSA
Program: PSA educating the public programs that promote clean living and drug-free living for kids.
Dates: 4/1/19-4/20/19
PSA :15 ran 12x times on KITV
PSA :30 ran 9x times on KITV

Issue: DTRIC – PSA
Program: PSA promoting road safety and good driving habits
Dates: 4/19/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 11x on KITV

Issue: Emergency Medical Services PSA
Program: PSA informing the public on emergency services available
Dates: 4/1/19-5/12/19
PSA: :30 ran 11x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 60x on MeTV
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Issue: HAB/PEP/DCCA
Program: PSA for the Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs Plan for Public, Education, and Government
Dates: 4/10/19-5/26/19
PSA: :30 ran 36x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 56x on MeTV

Issue: HAB/PEP/HNG
Program: PSA promoting Hawaii National Guard unit that provides operational forces to execute global and unified land 
operations and community based domestic operations to restore public health and safety
Dates: 4/1/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 66x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 78x on MeTV

Issue: HAB/PEP/HPCF
Program: PSA for the Honolulu Police Community Foundation
Dates: 6/3/19-6/29/19
PSA: :30 ran 24x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 24x on MeTV

Issue: HAB/PEP/DOH Rat Lungworm
Program: PSA informing public of disease that affects the brain and spinal cord, carried by rats.
Dates: 4/1/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 88x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 103x on MeTV

Issue: Legacy of Life
Program: PSA dedicated to saving and healing lives through organ, eye and tissue donation. 
Dates: 4/16/19-5/7/19
PSA: :30 ran 19x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 28x on MeTV

Issue: National Kidney Foundation –PSA
Program: PSA promoting awareness for kidney disease and other chronic diseases
Dates: 4/1/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 99x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 130x on MeTV

Issue: Oahu SPCA – PSA
Program: PSA promoting adopting and fostering sheltered animals
Dates: 4/1/19-5/5/19
PSA: :30 ran 8x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 50x on MeTV

Issue: Paralyzed Veterans of America
Program: PSA asking for donations to America’s disabled veterans who need assistance
Dates: 4/17/19-5/5/19
PSA: :30 ran 30x on KITV
PSA :30 ran 44x on MeTV

Issue: Red Cross in Good Hands – PSA
Program: PSA showing Red Cross is always there and needs your donation
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Dates: 4/1/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 59x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 129x on MeTV

Issue: Shriner’s Hospital – PSA
Program: PSA showing the need to help deliver expert care to children with special needs
Dates: 4/1/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 53x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 130x on MeTV

Issue: Walk to Cure Arthritis
Program: PSA promoting Arthritis Foundation’s Walk to Cure Arthritis at UH. 
Dates: 4/1/19-5/15/19
PSA: :30 ran 89x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 70x on MeTV

THE ENVIRONMENT

Issue: AD 2 Honolulu – Aloha Harvest PSA
Program: PSA promoting a food truck that picks up excess food and gives it to poor
Dates: 4/1/19-6/30/19
PSA :30 ran 41x on KITV 
PSA :30 ran 130x on MeTV

Issue: Above and Beyond
Program: PSA promoting Lex Brodie’s contest where viewers can submit a great coworker for going above and beyond in 
the workplace.
Dates: 5/20/19-6/30/19
PSA: :30 ran 24x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 24x on MeTV

HAWAIIAN CULTURE AND CULTURE OF HAWAII’S PEOPLE

Issue: HIFF Spring Showcase 2019
Program: PSA promoting the 2019 Spring Showcase of the Hawaii International Film Festival at Dole Cannery
Dates: 4/1/19-4/14/19
PSA: :15 ran 22x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 12x on KITV
PSA: :15 ran 40x on MeTV
PSA: :30 ran 40x on MeTV

Issue: Hot Pursuit
Program: PSA promoting Hospice Hawaii’s Hot Pursuit Race
Dates: 4/1/19-4/26/19
PSA: :30 ran 15x on KITV

Issue: Hawaii National Prayer Breakfast
Program: PSA promoting the Hawaiian National Prayer Breakfast
Dates: 4/1/19-4/28/19
PSA: :30 ran 17x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 40x on MeTV
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Issue: Lemonade Alley 2019 PSA
Program: PSA promoting the annual lemonade contest for kids on Earth Day for 2019.
Dates: 4/6/19-4/20/19
PSA: :30 ran 5x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 17x on MeTV

Issue: Slippawalk 2019
Program: PSA promoting Slippawalk 2019 in May
Dates: 5/10/19-5/18/19
PSA: :30 ran 46x on KITV
PSA: :30 ran 68x on MeTV


